CENTRAL TERMINAL AREA REPAVING
Arrivals Level Bus Lane
WEEK OF SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, 2019
Intermittent Nights: 1AM to 8AM (No Weekend Work)

ACTIVITY:
LAWA Paving crews will repave the Arrivals Level Bus Lane (Outer Lane #6 adjacent to Shuttle Stop Curbs) beginning Monday, July 8 through Friday, August 23, nightly from 1AM to 8AM with no weekend work. See map below for phasing, dates and impacts by location.

IMPACTS:
RESTRICTIONS: Nightly from 1AM to 8AM
• Portions of Arrivals Level Bus Lane at various locations throughout Central Terminal Area
• Shuttle Stop Curbs / Ground Transportation stops

OPEN
• Vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be maintained at all times
• Signage will be posted guiding pedestrians to the next available shuttle stop
• Taxi Zones and Shared Ride Van Stops are not impacted by this work

ARRIVALS LEVEL

Date Repaving This Week
Nightly: 1AM to 8AM

By Location:
- Tom Bradley Int’l Terminal (Terminal B)
- Theme Building
- FAA Tower
- Terminal 1
- Terminal 2
- Terminal 3
- Terminal 4
- Terminal 5
- Terminal 6
- Terminal 7/8

Tom Bradley Int’l Terminal (Terminal B)